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of existence.
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in

harmony with the

All,
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THE GRAPHIC METHOD AND THE DOUBLING
BY ALFRED BINET.

by many different ways

last

to establish the fact

that in

The
curious observation, for example, of Doctor Azam, of
Bordeaux, may be recalled, where a young woman,
by the name of Felida, manifestly hysterical, presented
lives in which she possessed neither
same character nor had the same recollections, f
Azam's observation does not stand alone. There are
others recorded, very many in fact, of the same kind;
as for instance that of Doctor Dufay.
In his "Dis-

two successive
the

eases of Personality," M. Ribot has given

a

complete

in

a former

series of articles

on

we presented

this subject,

We

vealing in the majority of persons afflicted with hys-

those

remarkable phenomena of

duplication

which hitherto seemed somewhat exceptional. We
have established, almost with certainty in fact, that in
such subjects there exists side by side with the principal personality a secondary personality, which is unknown by the first, which sees, hears, reflects, reasons,
and acts.
In following out our study of the methods that
enable us to reveal this hidden personality, we are now
to have recourse to the so-called graphic method, the
employment of which, at first restricted to the workrooms of physiology, seems, at the present time, destined to find its way into the current practice of medicine.

The
sists,

as

principle

upon which

we know,

in

this

method works, con-

the transmission of the move-

ment we desire to study, to a lever the pointed extremity of which writes upon a revolving cylinder. The
transmission of the

movement

and no movement

that

traces

to the lever

may

be

by various means, the simplest of which is a
rubber-tube having communication with an expansible
chamber, which moves the lever. Every pressure exerted upon the rubber will be transmitted to the lever
effected

it

trary,

Two

Dollars per Year.
Single Copies, lo Cts.

When

it

is

perfectly rectilinear

receives a pressure,

it

t

when

J.

B. Bailli«;re, Parif

more

This
above the line of
abscissas, will indicate the amplitude of the movement;, by its length upon the cylinder, of which we
know the velocity of rotation, it will indicate, and that
at

designated the line of abscissas.

rest,

curve, by the height to which

it

rises

with absolute precision, the rapidity of the movement

and finally,
movement.

its

form

will

method

the form of

indicate

This, in few words,

is

the

the principle of

new

status to

to the

study of

we

to get a

that has given a

the physiology of movement.

How may

this

method be applied

the doubling of consciousness?

How

are

line that will exhibit a relation to this disorder of the

mind

?

me by several psyhad discovered the present subinvestigations.
But the difficulty is at once

The

chologists to
ject of

my

question was put to

whom

I

removed when we

reflect that each separate personalcan be brought to execute movements, and that
these movements can be registered.
For example, we have an hysterical patient, hemianaesthetical on the left side; her name is P. S
and she will be the subject of the experiments the deity

,

scription of which

is

twenty years of age,

and

to follow.
tall,

She

is

young

a

girl,

well-developed, intelligent,

of a serious disposition, yet

who

subject to

is

dreadful convulsive attacks and in the intervals of
these attacks, to delirious crises.

We shall

study her

during one of these intervals of repose. With her, the
movements of the second personality which are com-

monly called "automatic writing," are highly developed in the insensible portion of her body thus, if we
tell her to think of a number, her anaesthetic hand will
be seen to execute movements in connection with the
number thought of if we tell her to count the beats
of a metronome, her hand, while she is counting, will
be seen gently to keep time. These different movements are performed without the participation of will,
;

;

"Psychological Studies."
.

on the con-

if,

;

is

the line

it,

will trace a curve

or even of consciousness on her part
und
Azam, Double Co\

* Copyrighted

the lever

transmitted to

is

or less uneven, which will rise above the line traced

and the similar ex-

periments of M. Pierre Janet, accordingly, set forth
have simpl)' found a method of renothing new.
teria

at rest,

the wonderful

history of this interesting question.
that

I

rious characteristics to be noted.

few years, have come

hysterical patients a plurality of persons exists.

The experiments

J

li

7,

by the column of air enclosed within the tube, and thus
trace a line upon the cylinder.
This line presents va-

OF CONSCIOUSNESS.*
Psychologists, in the

-with Science.

called,

if

we

;

they

may be

choose, automatic mo^'ements, but

it is

THE OPEN
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metronome, a moment will arrive when
movements will be produced and when they will
regulate their rhythm to keep time with the sound
Sometimes, even, it happens that when the
heard.
metronome is suddenly stopped, the subject, not being warned of our intention, continues to produce an
automatic movement or semi-contraction.
These few facts suffice to show us, that the involuntary and unconscious movements an hysterical
subject performs when under the influence of a predominant idea or upon hearing the beats of a metro-

not to be forgotten that they are extremely complex,

and that

it

would be improper

to liken

them

larly strike a

to simple

the

We

return, here, to an important
motions.
question that we have touched upon in our first article.
said there that
Repetition, perhaps, is necessary.
reflex

We

movements performed by

the

the anaesthetic

member

under the influence of an idea, sometimes exhibit all
the marks of a movement that is intellectual, the result
One of the proofs
of a reflective act and of volition.
that may be given of this, is, that with our patient P.
the application of a recording instrument to the
S
anaesthetic

member

taken

is

;

out,

nome, reveal a directive process

greatly increases the intensity of

movements and that when the instrument
away they slacken, with-

the

COURT.

They

directive volition.

of

reasoning and a

are voluntary

movements on

the part of the second per-

however, completely

sonality of the patient.

These movements

Furthermore, the form of the
movement varies with the
disappearing.

we have

are, as

already remarked,

by the

greatly stimulated

form of the apparatus applied. If we simply place

application of an instrument

a pencil in the insensible
is

witnessed them produced in
almost every instance i n

5,

which

hand while the subject
number

thinking of the

we place
dynamo graph in her

she will write
a

to receive

hand,

times;

5;

used, which

is

I

ratory
cular,

have applied such

The respimovements in partiwhen the subject

thinks of a number, or hears

an

the beats of the

arrangement to measure
muscular dilatation, and
that apparatus be ap
if

metronome,

can change rhythm further, according as the expei
iment is prolonged, the
;

plied to the forearm, thi

movements

forearm performs a move

gressively in intensity.

ment.

In short, there

have

an instrument.

if

she will press five
if a myograph ic

drum be

I

them, and

incre a s e

p

r

o

-

After these few prelim-

11

have now

in all these cases an intelli-

inary remarks,

gent adaptation to the form

only to bring before the eyes
of my readers the tracings

of the apparatus used.
still

If

other facts be required

ments

in question,

we may

duced

at the outset in all

FiG.

The

;

but

it is

neces-

sary to wait for a time
for

I.

first line

with

S

P.

,

voluntary contractions of the

The

sensible

left,

The second

arm during the beats

of a

arm during

the

movements

metronome

;

same

the fourth line corresponds

same experiment.

The

of the right, insensible

fifth

tracing rep-

arm while

the sub-

;

,

taken, without interruption,
in the course of a single ex-

periment, and without any
alteration having been
in the

madq

apparatus, which re-

mained

velocity of cylinder.

in its place.

A myo-

drum was applied
be remembered that the right
graphic

second personality which has control of these

movements may comprehend what

is

wanted

and
during an
of

it,

execute the same.
Thus, for example, if
experiment a key be let fall upon the table, the subject
will not at once perform an automatic movement but
;

let fall at

at the

number 5 the sixth line corresponds to the left, sensible
arm during the same experiment. The lines are to be read from left to right.
ject is thinking of the

Minimum

the key be

line traced represents the

Both were taken

sensible arm.

third line represents the automatic moveiilents of the right, in-

resents the automatic

succession, in order that

if

hemianjesthetical, on the right side.

traced, beginning at the top, represents the voluntary contrac-

to the left, sensible

example, to strike the

metronome with regularity
some several minutes in
the

— Experiment

tions of the right, insensible arm.

time.

patients

I

patient P.

plex nature of the move-

say that they are not pro-

have taken with the
S
and explain beneath them their
meaning.
These tracings were all

that

demonstrate the com-

to

I

equal intervals, or

if

we

regu-

to

each forearm.

It will

S
is insensible
the comparison of the
reactions produced in both sides of the body can
accordingly serve for showing the influence of anaesthesia upon the so-called automatic movements.
We begin by asking the subject to press both hands
side of P.

;

THE OPEN
energetically, then to

being closed
first

figure

the

;

open them,

we thus obtain

;

first lines of

to the left, sensible

arm

we may collect therefrom the following differences
movement of the anaesthetic hand is behind that of
:

other hand

;

of ascension

Now,

let

the height of the curve
is

more

the

belongs to the right, anes-

line

first

and the second

thetic arm,

his eyes all the while

the two

less

is

;

;

the
the

the line

inclined.*

us ask the subject to

make no movement

whatever, to remain completely immobile, and to listen
attentively to the beats of a metronome the third line
:

traced, of the figure, corresponds to the right, anaesthetic arm, which, without the

knowledge

of the sub-

COURT.

now

enlarged, and

how

1921

now diminished.

It is

understand-

and repetition can aid
which is the case,
the development of this synthesis
when, in proportion as the experiment is protracted,
the movements become more and more extended.
This fact, moreover, can be observed with the majority
of the lines traced, by running over them from left to
right, in the directions in which they have been reable,

attention, practice,

;

corded.

Such are the many important

facts bearing

upon

the psychological histor}' of the double personality

;

be accurately ascertained only by
the regular application of the graphic method.

and these

facts are to

executes clearly-defined movements, in rhythmic

ject,

adaption to the beats of the metronome

;

in the fourth

on the contrary, which corresponds to the left,
sensible member, scarcely an}'thing is produced.
Let us stop the metronome, and ask the subject to
remain very quiet and, with both eyes closed, to think
of the number 5. The right hand then begins, without
the knowledge of the subject, to perform movements
very clearly indicated in the fifth tracing of our first
figure, while the left, sensible hand remains almost
immobile, as shown by the sixth and last line marked.
Accordingly, the first figure shows us, with perfect evidence, that if the two, sensible and insensible,
arms, of P. S
be explored at the same time, the
voluntary contractions will be stronger in the sensible
member, and the automatic contractions, or those of
the second personality, stronger in the anaesthetic
member. This result, which we have similarly obtained with another subject, appears to uphold the
conclusion that the second personality has chosen, as
line,

the seat of

its

operation, the insensible regions of the

body.

This result, we once more remark, is obtained onlj'
when we make simultaneously a bilateral exploration.
Other tracings, which we have deemed unnecessary to
publish, clearly show that the automatic contractions
of the sensible member are very much stronger when
no apparatus is during the same time applied to the
other arm.

In this case, as a matter of

personality brings

its

fact,

the second

attention especially to bear

the region of the body where the experiment

made whereas,

upon

This

arm.

if it is

is

employed

in

order

to render a highly delicate fact clearly intelligible.

It

what we designate by a convenient term
the second personality, is a complex synthesis of psychological elements, and that this synthesis, according

is

certain that

to circumstances, is

*On
taires

this point,

I

may

now

refer to

dans I'Anesthesie hysterigue.

constructed,

my

now

destroyed,

last publication Les Movements
Revue Philosophique, 1889.
:

and

2

lEesthetic,

on the right
i and

are a repetition of the experiment recorded by lines

2 of

corresponds to voluntary contractions of the right,
anesthetic arm after paralysis of the left, at first sensible, arm. Line 4 corresponds to the left, paralyzed arm. Line 5 represents the automatic movements of tlie right arm, and line 6, taken at the same time, represents the
automatic movements of the paralyzed left arm, while the patient is listening
The line? are to be read from left to right.
to the beats of the metronome.
figure.

Line

3

velocity of cylinder.

being

obliged in

common comparison

i

first

Minimum
is

some way, to concern
itself with both arms at the same time, it prefers to
take charge of the movements of the anaesthetic
;

-Experi

Lines
the

I'oton-

This method contains still another lesson for us.
Glance at the figures 2 and 3. The lines traced were
taken, during the same experiment of course, after
having effected by suggestion a paralysis of movement and of sensibility in the left half of the body,
which was previously sensible and capable of moveThe changes produced at once strike the eye.
ment.
Beginning at the top, the two first lines of figure 2
The
are taken before the experiment of suggestion.
first line is produced by the voluntary contractions of
the right, anaesthetic hand, and the second line by the

THE OPKN COURT.
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simultaneous voluntary contractions of the left, senIt is the repetition, pure and simple, of
sible hand.
the two

first lines of

the

Then

first figure.

intervenes

If

ings,

we seek
we shall

stricken the

to collect the signification of these trac-

when suggestion has

see, in effect, that

member

left

with paralysis, which pre-

When the parathe suggestion producing paralysis.
left member is complete, the subject is

viously continued sensible, two simultaneous facts are

again asked to squeeze strongly his two fists the voluntary contractions of the right arm have increased in
energy those of the left, anaesthetic arm are scarcely

tensity, to

perceptible, and, furthermore, they are behind, as will

though there were a sort of antagonism between the
two functions. In other words, by creating anaesthesia
through suggestion in a region of the body, the province
of the second personality has been extended.
But it is curious to remark that the field of action
it cannot
of this second personality is always limited
simultaneously produce movements equally precise
For instance, when
in the right and left members.
the subject thinks of the number 3, one arm will better express by its movements the figure thought of,
than the other (cf. line 3 and 4 of fig. 3); as if the attention of the second personality could not be brought
This is anto bear at the same time upon both arms.
other circumstance that the graphic method alone

lysis of the

;

;

be seen from a comparison of lines 3 and 4 of fig. 2.
Now we set our metronome a-going. The automatic movements of the right member remain almost

what they were before the experiment

of paralysis (line

produced

:

its

voluntary activity has diminished in

and

are hardly perceptible,

tomatic

in-

the extent that the voluntary contractions

has

activity

at the

same time

its

au-

increased correspondingly,

as

;

could reveal.

We

shall confine ourselves to these

observations.

It

is

few summary

not our intention to linger over

the detailed description of experimental facts, but only

new method adapted

to point out the principle of a

to

the scientific study of automatic writing and analogous

phenomena. It is much to be desired that those who
have occasion to study automatic writing in normal

who pretend to be such, will sub
movements performed by these individuals to

persons, or in those
ject the

the control of the graphic method.

SEXUAL CHARACTERISTICS.*
BY FELIX

L.

OSWALD, M.

D.

II.

As we have seen

in the

foregoing chapter, the dis-

mental characteristics of the sexes represent a
difference of kind, rather than of degree and only pre-

tinctive
hemianiesthetic, on the right side.
Fig. 3.— Experiment with P. S
Lines i and 2 are a repetition of the experiment recorded by the tracings 5
,

and 6 of the second

Line

figure.

arm while

3

corresponds

to the

automatic movements
Line 4, taken
left, paralyzed

thinking of the numbers.
simultaneously, corresponds to the automatic movements of the
of the right

the subject

is

arm. Lines 5 and 6 were taken after the suppression of the paralysis and
while the subject w
listening to the beats of the metronome line 5 correspends to the right,
ajsthetic arm, and line 6 to the left arm, again become
sensible. The lines re to be reaj from left to right.
Minimum velocity of

;

judice can deny the superior qualification of

branches of

women

and certain
such sciences as medicine and education.

manifold

for

functions

administrative

;

But
tremists

a

still

greater mistake

who

attribute the universal

is

the theory of the ex-

cylinder.

supremacy
5 of fig. 2,

and

line

i

of fig. 3);

imperceptible before the

was sensible and capable
distinct

(line 6 of

when
movements

larly,

right,
left,

fig.

2,

by way

of

and

movement, become very
line 2 of

anaesthetic

fig.

3).

number

same time considerable

member (line
member (line 4,

anaesthetic

compensa-

left

the subject thinks of the
are at the

of

member which were
experiment when the member

however, those of the

tion,

3,

fig.

3)

and

Simi3,

the

in the
in

physical strength.

3).

male sex

to a

and immemorial
mere superiority of

Brutal force alone has never per-

manently decided the question of prestige even among
Biology records numerous instances of surbrutes.
vival by superior mental fitness and of the extinction
of physically superior varieties of primeval species of
beasts and birds. The black bear, the polar bear, and
the

Malayan sun-bear

still

survive with a large

number

the
*

fig.

of the

Part

Copyrighted unde
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'

Body and Mind

;

or.
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women

relatives
the raccoon and the South
American Kinkayou, while the gigantic cave-bear of

the

the antediluvian fauna has entirely disappeared, to-

ment

gether with the giant-stag and the primeval hyena.

inspired prophets (as

Our three surviving species of elephants are mere
dwarfs compared with the monster pachyderms of the

of a

of their smaller

The

earlier geological periods.

South America, the

historic
less

fit

to survive than

giant sloth of pre-

Moa and

the Dodo, proved

their smaller congeners,

the small, active sea-lizard of

New Guinea

is

and

the only

surviving representative of the once numerous tribe of

marine saurians, some

1923

of semi-civilized nations

were admitted

to

the service of the temples, entrusted with the manageof oracles or

even invested with the authority

among

the ancient

of

Germans and

records no instance
any important religious

Celts); yet the history of creeds

woman's origination

dogma

of

or religious reform.

An

analysis of the mystic

fancies of female seers and ecstatic nuns

would

easily

reduce them to a revamp of current doctrines. The
fernmes sai'antes of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries included many first-class mathematicians, and

the ichthyo-

Leibnitz confesses that in the rapid assimilation of

saurus,) could boast the physical potency of the fabled

mathematical instruction some of his female pupils
surpassed the brightest boys. The geometrician Euler
had more than one learned lady-correspondent, and
Voltaire's "Divine Emilia" (Mme. de Chatelet) preyet
ferred Newton's Principia to the brightest novel
no woman has as yet enriched our stock of knowledge
by the discovery of any important mathematical axiom.
There have been female amateur-chemists and ama-

of

which

(like

dragons.

The

history of international wars teaches a similar

The god

lesson.

always declare in
in the age of

of battle did not

favor of the physically strong.

Even

hand-to-hand contests intelligent tactics enabled the
soldiers of imperial

hold their

own

ern forests.

Rome

for nearly three centuries to

against the giant warriors of the north-

After

more than one disastrous defeat

of

Rome was

saved by the stupidity of
the barbarians
as in B. C. 284, when the Senonian
Gauls gave their enemies time to recover from the disaster of Arretium and had to pay their blunder by the
complete extirpation of their race, or B. C. 105, when
the Cimbri slew 82,000 Roman soldiers in the valley of
Arausio, on the upper Rhone, but instead of clinching
their success by the conquest of Italy, rushed blindly
towards Spain and were themselves annihilated in the
passes of the Pyrenees. The genius of Belisarius and
Narses triumphed over host after host of barbarian invaders the science of China held in check the rude
strength of the Tartar nomads, and for more than half
a thousand years the shrewdness of the Spanish Moors
her best armies

;

;

prevailed against the united power of the iron-fisted

Visigoths with

all

their northern allies.

Barbarous tribes have more than once acknowledged the rule of physically decrepit, but mentally
vigorous, chieftains. Stupid male savages would have
been ruled by the shrewd females of their species, as
they were for centuries ruled by physically degenerate,
but mentally superior, neighbors

;

yet

the physical

human biped turned the scales by
combination with the monopoly of creative thought
and a superior faculty of mental concentration. The
mental ability of the ablest woman differs from that of
a gifted man, as talent differs from genius, and as the
faculty of imitation and adaption differs from the
faculty of origination.
Social prejudice has not prevented thousands of women from attaining eminence
strength of the male
its

;

teur-physiologists,

but the progress of the physical

sciences has never been promoted by their studies.

times the opportunities of their brothers for the acquisition of a musical education ; yet the galaxy of
brilliant

female performers has as yet not been suppleof any first-class, or even

mented by the appearance

second-class, female composer.

Nevertheless, the reaction against the unquestionable injustice of female serfdom has misled such writers as Courier

and Stuart Mill to the absolute denial

but especially in the Parerga of Arthur Schopenhauer.
"The noblest organisms," he says, "ripen slowly:
the males of our species rarely attain the
of their reason

eighth year

;

and mental faculties before

females in their eighteenth.

As

a conse-

and prefering trifles to the most important affairs of
Reason enables man, alone of his fellowexistence.
creatures, to review the past and anticipate the future
whence his providence, his regrets, and distressful apprehensions, in which advantages, as well as disad;

vantages,

woman, thanks

to her feebler share of reason,

participatesonly in a diminished degree. Every
is,

as

it

were, a mental Myops,

woman

clearly seeing ob-

narrow scope of
and consequently less strongly affected by distant
whence her frequent, often almost
or absent things
Women, at heart,
insane, penchant for dissipation.

vision

by the eduFor centuries

maturity

eyes only for the nearest objects, for the interests of
the immediate present, taking semblance for reality

jects near at hand, but limited to a

cational disadvantages of their position.

full

their twenty-

quence women always remain grown children, having

of

their almost total lack of originative facultj'

of

an innate difference in the mental constitution of the
The opposite extreme has found its ablest exsexes.
pression in the writings of Chamfort and Juan Huarte,

in the

accumulation of (pre- existent) stores of all sorts
knowledge, and it would be impossible to explain

It

would not be an exaggeration to say that in the course
of the last hundred years girls have enjoyed three

—
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own

to

it
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man to earn money their
The female might be properly

the destiny of

spend

it.

.

.

.

;

defined as the anaesthetic sex.

Neither for music nor

women

tained, after centuries of experiments, in an equitable

division of labor, founded on the natural, mental, and

physical distinctions of sexual characteristics.

evince any genuine

In the branches requiring the faculty of invention,

merely a simulated sympathy suggested
witness Rousby their coquettish approbativeness
Les femmes, en general,
seau's famous dictum

discovery, origination, in short of creative thought,

for poetry or the fine arts

do

interest, but

:

:

n'aiment aucune

art, ni se

'

connoissenta aucun, etn'ont

Only watch their conduct in conand theatres, and their childlike unconcern-

point de g^nie.'
cert halls

edness in continuing their small-talk cackle during the
brightest passages of an operatic masterpiece.
As the weaker sex, women deserve indulgence and
.

forbearance, but the gynolatry

—

—the absurd

.

.

lady-wor-

male cultivators of science will probably continue to
enjoy a monopoly. Female functionaries, on the other
hand, will administer a larger and larger share of the
{i.
e.,
communicative) branches. The
education of the young, in all known species of mammals and birds, is almost an exclusive prerogative of
the female sex, and in a state of nature the phrenolog-

educational

organ

ical

of "philoprogenitiveness," or child-love,

ship of our age has only served to encourage them in
an arrogance which frequently suggests the conduct

perior skill

of the sacred apes of Benares, which, in the conscious-

tional qualification of female instructors,

ness of their sanctity and

judice in favor of

inviolable prestige, take

even their worshipers."
"Quedando la hembra es en su disposicion natural," says Juan Huarte, " todo genero de sciencia es
repugnante a su ingenio, solo la vemos hablar con alguna aparencia de habilidad en materias levianas y

liberties apt to surprise

Yet the birthland of that ultra-misogynist
to admit women to a more equitable soposition and the example of the South European

faciles."

was the
cial

first

;

nations has, in that respect, anticipated

many

results

is,

Patience and suin what a modern educator calls the "in

indeed, chiefly a female attribute.

an addiand the premale school-teachers can only be ex-

tuitive art of character-reading," constitute

plained by the traditions of a time

when every school

—a

word still used in many
parts of Europe as a synonym of a college.
The natural depravity dogma of the Middle Ages, too, may
have had its share in excluding female teachers with
their predilection for gentle methods of reform, though
the pedagogue Taubmann already defined a student
as an " animal rationale, bipes, quod non vult cogi sed
comprised a gymnasium

persuaderi

"

— "a rational biped preferring persuasion

of

our Woman's Right's movement. The humanitarian
tendencies of modern civilization mitigated the rigors

to coercion.

"female serfdom," as they abolished a still more
oppressive form of involuntary servitude but there is
no doubt that the social position of the female sex has
also been greatly improved by the progressive reaction
against the gloomy asceticism of the Middle Ages.
During the ascendency of a pessimistic creed the joyous instincts of the female soul were unavoidably antagonized by the prevailing system of ethics, and even
the ungallant doctrine of Schopenhauer was infinitely
surpassed by the diatribes of monkish fanatics who
denounced female frivolity as the root of all evil, and

fellow creatures the male

recognized marriage only as a concession to the

branches of the healing art. Since medical colleges
have been opened to both sexes, women have, by in-

of

;

nate depravity and frailty of

human

nature.

in-

The ena woman-

thusiasm of the Minnesingers was, indeed, less
worship than an apotheosis of love the only surviving deity of devastated Olympus and the practical
lot of woman was never less enviable than in the midnight period of the thousand-years worship of sorrow.
Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that there is a
good deal of truth in Edmond About's remark that
"the equality of the sexes has been promoted by the
rapid effemination of the bearded biped."
In a nation of comedians and man-milliners women cannot
help asserting their ability to compete with their
former oppressors in the contests of their own chosen
arena, and the true social equilibrium will only be at-

—

—

In nine out of ten species of our nature-guided
is

the food-winner, the female

the house-keeper and home-defender.

omy

is,

to the

after

all,

Political econ-

only the art of house-keeping applied

management

of national resources,

and

will yet

be recognized as a science apt to be cultivated with
special advantage by the administrative talent of the

sex that has already earned a reputation for business

acumen
tile

in the successful

supervision of large mercan-

establishments.

Want of

educational

facilities

alone can explain the

exclusion of the "sick-nursing sex" from the higher

contestable proofs, established their ability to com-

pete with male students on the ground so long mo-

nopolized by the male disciples of the mediaeval med-

man, and the staple arguments of the exclusionhave one by one been refuted by the evidence of

icine
ists

practical experience.

"To

settle the

question of capacity," says Charles

Reade, "we could give along list of women who have
been famous in medical science, such as Dorothea
Bocchi, who was professor both of philosophy and
medicine Anna Manzolini, who was appointed demMaria Delia Donne,
onstrator of anatomy in 1761
;

;

doctor of medicine in

i8oo; Maria Sega, doctor of
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At Montpelier Mademedicine and anatomy in 1801.
moiselle Doumergue gained the highest certificates
of proficiency in three different branches of medicine,
as Miss Garrett and Miss

Mary Putnam

them they will not contradict me on that
and we must decline to believe that any science
can elevate the higher sex and degrade the lower.
Nurses are not, as a class, unfeminine, yet all that is
most appalling and horrible in the art of healing is
elevates

;

point,

Women

delegated to them.

nurse

all

the patients of

both sexes often under horrible and sickening conditions and lay out all the corpses.
No doctor objects

on sentimental grounds, and why ? Because
nurses get only a guinea a week and not a guinea a
flying visit to women the loathsome part of medicine,
to man the lucrative. The noble nurses of the Crimea
went to attend males only, yet were not charged with
The would-be docindelicacy. They worked gratis.
tresses look mainly to attending women but then they
want to be paid for it, and there is the rub. It is a
mere money question and all the attempts of the union
to hide this and play the sentimental shop-man is
transparent humbug and hypocrisy.
To open the
study and practice of medicine to women would import into medical science a new and less theoretical,
but cautious, teachable, and observant kind of intellect
it will give the larger half of the nation an honorable ambition and an honorable pursuit, towards
which their hearts and instincts are bent by Nature
to this

;

;

.

.

.

;

Female animals,

in

a state of nature,

show

many

and there

tion,

is

ESQ.

mankind, and that relief consists in getting us
from the incubus of "another world." There is
no end to the trouble the supposed "other world " has
caused, and nothing is a greater advantage to mankind than the discovery which first broke in upon the
mind of poor Giordano Bruno, and which threw him
into an ecstasy of delight, viz., that there is and can
be only one infinite world, of which "the circumference is nowhere and the centre everywhere." Thus
Bruno laid the foundation of modern Pantheism and
relief to

free

Monism, which is only saying, that God and the
World are one Infinite Being or Existence, and that
proper mathematical notation is not o, or i, or 2,
00.
The world does not end in a vacuum o, or a
limit I, or a duality 2, but is every way boundless.
The issue between Bruno and the Pope was just
this question, whether the world was finite and created,
its

but

or infinite and uncreatable, and on that question

the notion

of a

God

Bruno

theology rests upon
extra-mundane, outside of the

The Pope and

was burned.

all

and therefore made it finite. If,
is infinite, no space or time is
conceivable when and where it did not exist, and no God
is conceivable outside of it in any time, place, or manworld,
as

who

Bruno

created

said, the

God and

ner.

it

world

the Infinite

World

are therefore neces-

There can be no Theism, but Pantheism.
So Spinoza taught and Goethe sung, and all the great

sarily one.

men

in thought of the world are following their lead
Haeckel implies. Monism is the word of Science
which separates the new, true world from the old and
;

as

about it.
This idea sheds a world of light over every ques-

the

field,

human
new

tion of

life,

and to realize it
and a new life.

is

new

to get a

There can be

no reason why the aggressive and

no world and no life that is not a continuance of the
There can be no other world than ours for
present.
Our intellect may
that is, was, and will be infinite.
make a duism, and our art a trinism, but at bottom all

of the

human

as leaders of an invasive

as home-guards, in charge of forts

The females

of our species

race

:

campaign
and arse;

appeared, indeed, almost without an exception,

Deborah, the Maid

Orleans, and the heroine of Saragossa.

The

of

wisest of

female sovereigns have rarely engaged in aggressive
wars, and Captain Burton informs us that the

much

discussed modern Amazons, the female spear-brigade

Dahomey, proved

mostl}' unfit for the fatigues of a

protracted campaign, but excelled their male relatives
in the defense of fortified

camps.

earth,

—

is infinite.

How

who have achieved

distinction in the military service of their na-

in the role of home-defenders, as

of

WAKEMAN,

B.

unitary conception of the world brings a great

heaven, a

between the corresponding sexes

supreme

T.

species lead their foraging expedi-

defensive functions of warfare should not be divided

nals.

The

a su-

perior courage in the defense of their young, though

the males of

Men in
women

THAT

false idea

herself."

tions,

!— BUT

INFINITE.*
BY

did at Paris,

and Miss Josephine Ellert at Zurich. These public
examinations are all conducted by males, and women
As
are passing them triumphantly all over Europe.
to the study and practice of medicine degrading
women, it may be asked if it degrades men. No, it
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ONLY ONE WORLD AFTER ALL

conception

fruitful is this infinite-world

!

It

our ideas of the world and our motives in
upon a scientific basis, viz.,
it, and, as a part of it,
our relations to the world as All, and to Humanity as
What we ought to do is detera part of that world.
readjusts

all

mined by the

The

result

is

scientific

knowledge

a Scientific

of these

Religion,

relations.

Philosophy, and

Morality, leading to positive and knowable duties.
is

a

new view

of the world,

reconciles science and religion
*

From

It

and duty which
freed from superstition,

and

of life

the Freethinker's Magazine, with a few slight alte
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and to many minds the difficulties
seem rather increased than diminished by the introduction of these strange combinations of words that

other problems

and makes them one with a saving power, the idea
of duty and devotion to Man as the flower of an Infinite
World.
What is needed in this and every civilized country
This
is this motive which will compel a higher life.
new monistic human faith signified its power in the
sublime enthusiasm which made its first martyr,
Bruno, face the most cruel of deaths as a triumph
rather than to pretend to recant.

What

topics as

know

our

life is

merely

maxim

that

—

—

man
of

to enjoy ourselves.

and practical questions are
its infinite duty, "equally
remote from asceticism or hedonism." Monism, as
presented by The Open Court, is a new and a beneficent revelation and power in our land, with which it
becomes every person of free thought and a good
heart to become personally acquainted as soon as possible.
It is an improvement upon the forms of Positivism heretofore presented in America, for it is real
instead oi phenomenal, infiniteinatead of dual and finite
and teaches the duty whereunto the World and Manhood is calling us, instead of leaving us to wallow in
the sensual or aesthetic hedonism of individual indulgence, without regard to the World or Society of which
All philosophic, moral,

parts of the infinite world and

lived a solitary

Thus

operation.

it

is

so as to

become reconciled

to the scientific or monistic

view of the world, and the sooner that
better will it be for all.

THE NATURE OF

is

done the

SOUL-LIFE.

Into psychological discussions, of late, have been
introduced the terms 'double personality,' 'double
soul,' and 'double ego.'
They serve for explanations
of certain

problems, but give

rise, in

their turn, to

is

by

that produced

The

'

double

peripheral soul

is

and

in this

an organism

common

;

the central

activity.

The

upon which the central soul stands, or rather it is the ground from which
The central soul did not come from fairyit grows.
land, a stranger, to inhabit for a time the human body
The central
in company with the peripheral soul.
soul was born in its present abode the body in which
it lives is its home, and the duality of soul-life, thus,

peripheral soul
'

;

soul.'

the separate psychical ac-

the product of their

is

their co-

We call the former the sphere of the periph-

tivities of the constituents of

be an advanced scientific view of the
Positive Philosophy, Religion, and Duty.
Monism
for

consists of the activity of the con-

the other

sense adopt the term

to

founded on the Infinite and ends by flowing out into
the health, good, and glory of Man, individual and
collective.
These are the tests of our age of Liberty,
Science, and Humanity.
The philosophies and religions which, in their present forms, cannot stand
these tests, must gradually submit to modifications,

;

eral, the latter that of the central soul-life

soul

as a philosophy cannot but be enduring,

organism there exist two spheres of

The one

stituent parts

are parts.

This seems

life.

in every

soul-life.

;

we

becomes

and the human body may easily be considered as the haunting-place of two or several ghosts.
We shall abstain here from controversial discussions and limit our explanation to a statement of the
most important facts of soul-life.
every higher orIn a certain sense each one of us
ganized creature possesses a double soul. Organization produces a union of many organs, the interaction of which constitutes the unity of the organism.
But the parts that constitute the organism are not at
Every single cell
all annihilated by their coalition.
All tocontinues to exist as an individual in itself.
gether form a community and the work of every cell
is divided between caring for its own growth and
health, and contributing to the common weal of the
whole organism. In return for its work, it is benefited by advantages that it would not possess if it

possible,

:

and that the purpose

beside the conscious, subconscious, and un-

basis of these hypotheses of course everything

no decline of any nation on earth,
unless it was preceded by an intellectual and moral
rottenness, which took the shape of some negative
creed or scepticism, teaching the

if

conscious activity of the soul, there existed a superOn the
conscious sphere of psychical manifestation.

a splendid

of

lives /or the pleasure of living,

there were a psychic fluid floating about

if

us, or as

Philosophy and gives the practical outcome in the Pre-

"We

;

tend rather to mystify than to clear our ideas. Indeed,
authors are not lacking who deal with psychological

Republic we should have if a touch of that sublime
heroism of duty and patriotism should reach the masses
of our people? Dr. Carus, in his "Fundamental Problems," describes, under a great variety of topics, the
issues and the solutions presented by this new view of
face to his book, thus

COURT.

is

the foundation

;

is

not that of a composition, but that of a disintegra-

does not designate a descent of some unknown
comes from above; it is the rising of aspirations that are lifted from below to higher spheres.
Some time before the terms double ego and double
soul were employed by modern psychologists. Professor Haeckel had spoken of the double soul of the
Siphonophore, a Medusa of the Mediterranean sea.

tion.

It

power

that

The Siphonophore,

consisting of

many

single indi-

viduals and yet exhibiting unitary perception and will,
is

popularl}' called a colonial sea-nettle.
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Professor Haeckel says:

The Siphonophores or colonial sea-nettles are found floating
on the smooth surface of the tropical seas, yet only at certain
seasons and not in great numbers. They belong to the most
gorgeous
formations of nature's inexhaustible wealth, and whoever has
been
fortunate enough to witness the sight of living siphonophores,
will
never forget the glorious spectacle of their wonderful
forms
and

motions.
These siphonophores are best compared to a floating
flower-bush, the leaves, blossoms, and fruits of which look
like
polished crystal-glass of the most graceful forms and delicate
colors.

"Each

appendage of the floating bush is a separate Meitself.
But all the different Medusae of the
community through division of labor have assumed different spesingle

dusa, an individual in

cialized forms. One part of the Medusa-community controls
simply
the natatory function (in), another the reception of food
and

digestion (b), a third sense-perception (t), a fourth defense and aggression, a fifth the production of eggs, etc. All the different functions which a single Medusa performs, are in the present

case
the different citizens of the sea-nettle
and all the individuals have transformed their bodies to
accord with their respective duties.
" As in a community of ants, so in the Siphonophore-republic,

among

thus distributed

colony

a

;

number

of differently

formed animals have combined into a kind

of higher social organization.

But, while in the republic of ants,

which is of a much higher order, the ideal bond of social interests
and that of a political sense of duty unites all the individuals as
free and independent citizens, in the Siphonophore-republic the

members

of the community are by bodily connection riveted like
slaves directly to the yoke of their communal unity.
Still, even
in this close coherence each person is endowed with an individual

its own.
If severed from the common stem, it can move
about and live and have an independent being. The entire seanettle, as a whole, also possesses a will of its own— a central will,
on which the single individual depends. It possesses a common

soul of

sensation which at once communicates the perceptions of the single
all the others.
Thus, each of the Medusa-citizens

individuals to

might well c exclaim with Faust
'

Two

"The egoistic

souls, alas

!

do dwell within

my

breast.'

soul of the individual lives in

compromise with

the social soul of the community.
" Woe to any Medusa, that in the infatuation of egotism would
break away from the communal stock, in order to lead an indepen-

dent

life

Unable

!

indispensable to

to

its

perform

all

the particular functions that are

self-preservation,

most of which were per-

A COLONIAL SEA-NETTLE OR SIPHONOPHORE CONSISTS OF:
STEM

(fig. I

a).

It

is

an elongated hollow polyp, closed at the lower end
I a' and fig. 2) at its upper end.

r-bladde

an outer skin

if

e,

and an air-bag/; with a

appendix i/i).

villous

LOCOMOTORS OR PROPELLORS, Fig. I m, (fig. 7 seen from below, fig. 8 from the
side.)
Motion is caused 'hen from the orifice (fig. y a) the water is expelled, fig. 7 and fig. 8* the web,
d ^contracting fibres.
FEEDERS OR NUTRITIVE POLYPS (fig.
fig. 33 to/).
Connection with the
stem a skin of the feeder t intestines c liver glands d throat
tb
/".
The assimilated food flows through a into the cavity of the stem
;

whence

;

;

;

distributed through the different orifices
ga, loa) to the other polyps.
it is

EHENSiLE FILAMENTS
z':

(fig.

2a, 3a,

i,a,

^a

3^to»i, aud fig. 4). Skiu g^; hoUow in
bell-shaped envelope ofthearm.^; nettle-battery /fnet'
(fig. I /,

fig.

tie-filament
(fig-

POLVPS

MALE AND FEMALE POLYPS (fi.
ach d, sperma c is formed
;

female

;

filled

with eggs.

(fig.
I

g,

,

I/,

fig.

9

fig. 5/f-).

and
and

covers the feeders

i

Their bells *, theii stompolyp
The stomach of the

fig. lo).

in the walls of the
i

It

fig. 6).
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its several fellow-citizens, it needs must soon perish,
be detached from its old companions. For one Medusa of the
Siphonophore can only float, another only feel, a third only feed,
a fourth only catch prey and repel enemies, etc. Only the harmonious cooperation and the reciprocal support of all its members,

COURT.
and then

formed by

antagonistic, ideas,

if

the product of their combination, unexpectedly

it

their logical results only,

suddenly flash up on the surface

And
know

ing.

and

our conscious bewe /. e., in this case, our central soul do
whence they come. They haunt us like
of

—

—

only the communal consciousness, only the central soul, linking all
together in bonds of faithful love, can impart a lasting stability to

not

In the
the existence of both the individuals and their totality.
same manner also in human affairs, only the faithful fulfillment

Our conscious ego covers a very narrow space.
Only one or two and certainly no more than a few
ideas can at one and the same time be accompanied
with consciousness.
How poor would we be, if our
Happily, we
mental existence were limited to that.
can constantly derive new vigor and recreation from

-of political

and

social duties

by the citizens of a country ensures

the permanent existence of civilized states."

Man no
.a

less

double soul.

of the many
stand

than the colonial sea-nettle possesses

The

peripheral soul of

such

different activities of

man

consists

cells as

do not

in a direct relation to the central soul-life of his

•organism.

And by

we understand

central soul

that

part of our mind, which makes up the sphere of consciousness.

The spheres

and the central soul

of the peripheral

are not distinctly separated by a definite boundary.

The

transition from the one to the other

perceptible, and although there
of peripheral soul-activity that

is

is

is almost iman enormous amount

never illuminated by,

accompanied with, con
^ciousness (let me only mention the nervous activity
of all the details of digestion, the work done by the
.and apparently can never be

kidneys, the liver,

etc.,),

which
The main tracts

now

territory

is

there

is

also a vast neutral

conscious,

now unconscious.

voices of spirits from a distant beyond.

the spheres of our unconscious soul-life.

Could we look into the interior of a human brain,
and did we understand all the many vibrations and
motions of the nerve-substance, we would undoubtedly
be struck with the quantity of unconscious work that
We should
is being carried on there all the time.
observe how many millions of memories (every one of
them having a special structure of its own) are constantly nourished by the oxygen-freighted corpuscles
of the blood which surround them in the delicate capillaries.

of this neutral territory, which, accord-

ing to our wants,

may

-with consciousness,

not be or

might

fairly

may be connected
be included in the

"term central soul.

There are innumerable nerve-ganglions in our body,
whose work is steadily performed without our being
conscious of it.
Indeed, it is the smallest part of the
psychical processes going on within us, of which
we become conscious. This fact by no means proves
that unconscious activity proceeds without any feeling.
It proves only that the feeling of these peripheral
ganglions stands in no direct connection with the conscious

life of

our central soul.

The

3 VWv(rh..v

feeling of periph-

ganglions must be of a lower kind, it is extremely vague and dim in comparison with that of
central soul-life, where, by a specialization, it has be-

ories are located

come

distinct

eral

Sometimes, however,
by disease,
the feeling of the peripheral ganglions may be so intensified that we do become conscious of it in the form
of pains and the various kinds of aches.
The peripheral and central soul-life continually
in

extraordinarily strong.

abnormal conditions

intertwine.

The

of

labors

things, caused

of

conscious activity

that

may have been performed with the intensest attention,
will sink down into the night of unconsciousness, and
vice

versa,

unconscious memories of the past, that
lost to our recollection, continue to

The

They

where the different kinds of memdo not form, as has been supposed,
provinces separated by definite boundaries.
places

are promiscuously distributed, yet there are cor-

ners where memories of the

crowded.

same kind

are thickly

In the parietal circumvolutions of the cor-

round about the fissure Rolando, * we see the movements of our limbs in their most complicated combi
nations.
Below the fissure of Silvius are images of
sound.
There are all the old nursery rhymes, college
songs, sonatas, and operas, that have delighted us.
Near by are the words of our mother tongue. They

tex,

seem irredeemably
live

;

they sometimes combine with other, kindred or

^-

and the regions about
and Ferrier.

G}'ri(s Lt'ntralis, lohtttus prxcentralis,

?uus. accoidirif^ to Fritsch-HitziK

\.)xit

prtecu-
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deep

live

in

the folds of the fissure Silvius, in

third frontal circumvolution

All the verses of our child-

over the sphenoidal lobe.

hood, of which

we have

years, are there

still

the sphenoidal lobe

odors

— disagreeable

not thought for years and

The

preserved.

is

the

and are largely dispersed

front corner of

the seat of smell,* perfumes, and

The hind

and pleasant.

the cortex in the occipital lobef

glows with colored pictures

of

it

There are

kinds.

all

part of

of images,

is full

the dear old faces of our friends, there are landscapes

and

all

manner

photographs

of instantaneous

sights and experiences.

of

former

In the three frontal circum-

if

he should attempt to oppose their development. It is
we who make our thoughts think, but our thoughts

not

are thinking, and their thinking

Kxperimental psycholog}' has furnished us with
data of abnormal soul-life through pathological observations and hypnotic experiments. How
odd and incredible, indeed, at first sight, almost impossible, do these recent acquisitions of psychological

many new

And yet they find their parallels in
known and common facts of mental activity in
facts that every one can verify by his own experience.
research appear.

—

more abstract order. There are philosophical reflections and mathematical problems.
Now and then one
or the other idea looms out like a memorial of a national victory more powerfully than the rest.
They
are the memories of successful thoughts, of happy

what

a flood of light

lems

of

What

sisting of feeling nerve-substance

This

all

chologically considered our

mind

Psy-

an immense em-

innumerable spirits that here live together in
the narrow space of about a quarter of a cubic foot.
Spirits they are, because they are psychical existences,
they are framed by the memories of organized substance.
Yet at the same time they are material realities; they are living forms of bodily presence, sustained by the nourishing currents of the blood.
This vast spiritual empire in the human brain is
excellently provided for with highways and by-ways for
intercommunication.
The communications are called
by physiologists commissural fibers, by psychologists
If it so happens that in the state of unassociations.
pire of

conscious activity a certain number of ideas associate,

and then

if

they have formed a

new

unity (the solution

of a problem, a discovery, an invention or a
their life

felt.

They

are ushered into our conscious-

ness like an inspiration from heaven.

wondered

poem),

becomes more excited so that they make

themselves

the facts are but clearly stated in their parallelism,

abnormal

at that the poet, the artist, the

do they shed upon

soul-life

all

the probp.

!

c.

THE AMERICAN SECULAR UNION.

and con-

!

is

If

an astounding
alive

the physiological aspect of the brain.

is

sometimes accom:

well

solutions of difficult problems.

is

panied with consciousness. Therefore, we should say,
as Lichtenberg proposes, "it thinks," just as we say
" it lightens," or "it rains."

volutions those thoughts are throbbing that are of a

throng of different structures, and

1929-

Is it to be
prophet are

under the impression that they are instruments merely
in the hands of a Greater One than themselves they
feel influenced by a foreign and a supernatural power,
over which they have no control ? And this is true in
a certain sense.
As the limbs and the whole body of
;

REPORT OF ITS ANNUAL CONGRESS AND REORGANIZATION.The remarkable organization which commenced its career at
Philadelphia in the Centennial year, 1876, for the purpose of pro-

moting Secular Government and the complete divorce of Church
and State, has just closed its Thirteenth Annual Congress in the
same city. To be sure, its name has been changed to that of the
American Secular Union, but after trying various additions to its
platform,

it

has returned not only to the city of

love,

its first

but

Nine Demands of Liberalism," formulated by its
chief-founder, Mr. F. E. Abbot, of Massachusetts.
About four years ago it claimed to have at least 275 auxiliary
leagues scattered through the Northern and Western States principally, but during the last three years little effort was made to
sustain them, and a large part of them have suspended action.
During the last year many of those interested in state secularization have determined to revive and extend this organization.
Therefore, the life-members, officers, and delegates from a large
number of auxiliaries met at Induslrial Hall, Philadelphia, on theto the original "

25th of October, pursuant to the call for the congress.

The annual report and address of the president. Dr. R. B.
Westbrook, was looked forward to with great interest, as likely to
determine what should be done. He met the occasion to the satisfaction of all by a most practical, able, and business-like address,
which at once put the whole movement upon solid ground.
Dr. Westbrook is a venerable gentleman verging upon his
three score years and ten, but his vigor promises ten years of good
work yet. His career as teacher, clergyman, lawyer, and author
has given him learning, experience, and knowledge of men and
things

that singularly qualify

him

for the duties of

president.

This was made evident by his review of the difficulties of the union,
and his way out of them. The trouble he pointed out was that the
union had been without any active concentration of its efforts. Its
constitution was too large its officers were scattered from the
;

grow without the assistance of his consciousor as plants germinate and blow and bring seed,

a child

ness,

so the thoughts of a

man

in the

shape of delicate brain-

structures which are the organs of his feeling and
thinking,
*

grow and develop even

Gyrus hypocatnpi, according

to

Ferrier.
t

According

to

Munk and

Ferrier.

in spite of

Munk gyrus
;

him, even

uncittatus, according to

Atlantic to the Pacific, and could not meet or cooperate

;

its

auxili-

had no bond of union or certain objects its purposes had
been originally the " Nine Demands," but they had been added to
or overlaid, or confounded with educational, suffrage, political, or
other suggestions, so that the main objects of the Union had been
confused in the public mind. He had published due notice of amendments to the constitution which would make it concise and practical.
By it a Board of Managers were to have a majority residing near
the same city, who could attend, and have an office with a stenog—
aries

:

the:

I930
rapher and typewriter as secretary,

The

etc.

open court.

auxiliary societies

The attempt

9.

ligion "

be visited by suitable lecturers and organizers, the political
objects of the union relating to the separation of Church and State
were to be prosecuted actively, and to these objects only, as set
forth in the " Nine Demands," were members of the union in any

were

to

wise to be committed by joining

or

it,

its

auxiliaries.

cation, as

principles of the Christian Re-

all

under the pretense of edunow pending before

projected in the "Blair Bill,"

is

On

demand

the contrary, they

changes necessary to place our National and State

Governments upon

All other

which might interest the auxiliaries, should
whether concerning science, relibe left to their own
socialism,
anarchy, or anything else.
morals,
The
politics,
gion,
matter of the religious exercises, etc., in GiVnri/ Co/Zf^f was referred
to as an instance of perversion of the will and purpose of that great
philanthropist, which the Union should take measures to have dis"
continued. The pretense that such exercises are part of " moral
But in this connection the
instruction was thoroughly exploded.
President submitted a proposal to have the work of furnishing
moral instruction, independent of "religious," thoroughly entered
upon. At his suggestion the sum of $1000 had been raised as a prize
for the best manual of ethical instruction which should be pre-

"The

rising generation

the United States Senate.
that

a purely secular, non-religious basis shall

be consistently, unflinchingly, and promptly made.

topics, the discussion of

discretion

force

to

upon the

—

The above

are the nine

demands

stated

and applied

and

;

in

order that there should be no mistake the removal of Postmaster-

General Wannamaker was called for, for his suppression of Sunday mail-service, his prosecution of Reed, and his sectarian partiality.

The

services and worth of Iloract: Seavc'r,

the late deceased

remem-

editor of the Boston Investiga/or, were then gracefully

sympathy was expressed for the great English Liberal,
Charles Bradlaugh, in his illness, and hope for his recovery and
bered, and

continued usefulness.

sented during the present year.

These were the more important topics of the address.
The next day the Congress took them up in detail and after full
discussion they were all adopted and the constitution amended in
substance as had been proposed. The officers were then elected for
the ensuing year as follows

President

:

R. B. Westbrook, No. 1707 Oxford

:

Active Vice-Presidents

;

T. B.

St., Philad'a,

Wakeman, New York Dr.
;

E.

B. FooTE, Jr. New York Dr. Juliet H. Severance, Milwaukee
John E. Remsburg, Kansas.
;

,

Secretary

Miss Ida M. Craddock, Philadelphia.
F. C. Mendie, Philadelphia.

;

Treasurer

:

The above

;

Board

officers constitute the

The honorary

four are a quorum.

of

Managers, of which

Vice-Presidents,

headed by

Col. R. J. Ingersoll. make a long list of the distinguished liberals
of the United States, including one active member at least from

each

who is expected to
The business affairs

state,

terests.

harmony and

look after

its

affairs and inwere thus closed in

liberal

of the Congress

to the very great satisfaction of all.

The committee

of seven

filled

the hall

and which

Roman

Enemies."

Dr.

main object

of the Union, the complete divorce of Religion

Catholic Priest, addressed the Congress and
an overflowing audience upon " Our Public Schools and Their

The

first

upon the reorganization of the union, and requested
all of the old leagues, unions, and secular societies, and all those
in favor of the separation of Church and State, whether organized

or not, to report to the president of the Union.

The

resolutions

then denounced the infractions of secular government as set forth
in the nine demands, viz. ;
1.

The robbery

by the exemption of church and
from taxation, amounting to millions of

of the people

ecclesiastical property

dollars annually.
2.

The robbery by

money

to sectarian charities

and

audience in a great state of en-

every respect a noble and a noteworthy ad-

in

This reverend gentleman is himself a son of the New York
common school, and though he may still believe that he is a
Roman Catholic in doctrine and feeling, he evidently can never
again be an automaton of the Roman ecclesiastical machine.
On Sunday afternoon, the 27th, an enthusiastic audience filled

Broad

Industrial Hall, on

Minot

J.

Boston,

Street,

above Vine,

to

hear the Rev.

Savage, the celebrated Liberal Unitarian clergyman, of

who

Schools,"

delivered an address on
the series of addresses

in

The audience was

"Religion

in

Our Public

the American

to

Secular

sympathy with the sentiments expressed by Mr. Savage, and applauded him frequently.

He

said in substance
is

'

movement

'

lution

;

;

perfect

:

always some special incident which starts a public
Lexington precipitated but did not cause the Revo-

the firing on Fort Sumter occasioned but did not cause

'

the Rebellion.

'

growth, and

'

in

Each

when

of these

wars was the result of a century's

a Boston Catholic criticized the public-school

system it brought this question before the people it too, hadde
veloped on years. If you review the history of the Puritans, can
you wonder that they, looking upon life as they did, made church;

'

'

'

'

membership and

citizenship identical

I

?

claim that

it

is

the

most cruel of conceivable tyrannies to compel any man to educate his children in a way that he believes shall mean eternal
were a Catholic

would not

moment
The tyranny

endure the

imposition of chaplains and prayers upon legislative and

'

that caused the Revolution

army and navy.
imposition of Bibles, prayers, and religious exercises upon
the public schools, thereby endangering by sectarianism our

'

that a Jew, a Buddhist, a Hindoo, shall be compelled to educate

'

his children in the principles of Evangelical Christianity.

'

claim that

'

sively to the family.

'

the

'

enter the

The

The

amounting

to millions.

public bodies, public institutions, or the

whole system of

The

common

education.

imposition of religious Fasts and Thanksgivings by the

president and governors.

The
The

imposition of religious oaths in courts.

imposition of Sabbath laws

seums,
8.

and
and

misery for them.

4.

6.

was

It

half,

'

3.

7.

spoke for an hour and a

'

institutions, also

5.

He

dress.

'

voting public

also expressed his concurrence in the

to catch the train, leaving the

left

thusiasm.

" There

resolution congratulated the Liberals and Secularists

McGlynn

good of both.

State, for the

adopted the report unanimously.
of the country

McGlynn, the

Saturday evening, the 26th, the Rev. Dr.

Union.

on resolutions reported on Sunday

afternoon before an audience that

On

recalcitrant

;

closing of

libraries,

mu-

etc.

The enforcement

'

'

of

" Christian Morality," instead of secular,

natural, social morals, by United States prosecutors, as in the

case of

"

Harman & Walker,

Reed, in Michigan.

in

Kansas, and the Spiritualist

It

By what

same

it

If I

New England

I

system of education.

was

slight in

for a

comparison with

right does the State educate the child at all

?

this,

Many

has no right and that the privilege belongs exclu-

right that

army

it

But the State has a right to compel this,
has to lay taxes and to compel citizens to

— the right of public safety,

and

it

has no other.

has this right only because the stability of our Government

depends on the intelligence of the men who hold the ballot. The
demands that everyone shall be educated sufficiently

'

public safety

'

to

earn a livelihood.

Whether

this shall

mean

industrial schools

But

'

or a general training of the intellect depends on opinion.

'

the principal things they should be taught, should be to under-

THE
" stand the drift of the tides on the great sea of

OF»KN COURT.
The centuries may wear the hills away
With muffled tread of airy feet
stars grow weary of their march sublime,

The public

life.

" safety also demands that enough education be given that citizens
" may cast an intelligent ballot. Our greatest trouble is that our
" legislators do not know the history of nations, and we are com-

The

And, falling from their paths of beauty, quencli
Their silvery flames in darkness infinite
;

" pelled

to try

" the third demand is that all have enough moral training to com" prehend and appreciate the duties of citizenship.
" It is a prevalent idea that theology and morals can not be
" separated but they had different origins and are entirely sepa" rate, though they tend to the same end. The early gods them" selves were not noted for their morality and I think the gods of
" some modern faiths are not up to the level of modern life. Mo;

"

rality arises entirely from social relations.
Socrates was put to
" death for his irreligion, but he was faithful to the highest ethical

"

Theodore Parker, if judged by some modern churches,
he was compelled by his allegiance to
loftier moral things.
Let the Catholic teach his child what he
chooses in regard to the origin of right and wrong, let the Evangelical Christian teach what he will in regard to the result of this
life's action.
There is the limit of the state's power and juris-

"

diction.

'

And

yet shall God remain, and with a smile
Illuminate the trembling worlds of dark,
As with the blush of dawn

over old experiments that have failed ages ago, and

;

And then
Of

"
"

"

some

after

best

" not

to

speak of religions,

There are

so

that the only

many shades
remedy

is

'

Tliat

"
"

"
"

"
"

"
"

still

believe the poet

is

at his

bright.

within the rayless black

Are swallowed up again.
fiery gleam
a livid stream
There comes— the very marrows thrill.

With broken jags a

.

all

again

is

deathly still,—

The very walls of heaven crack.
And fling their yells of ruin back
And pealing forth, as on the earth

the complete

They'd bring a chaos into birth.
But that the wrath within them pent.
Though laboring still, can find no vent

State

But labors bursting

till 'tis

spent."

;

In the evening another overflowing audience attended to close
the Congress and to hear T. B.

upon "Our Nine Demands

Wakeman,

of

New

York,

who spoke

of Liberalism, a Plea for Simple

Nothing More." The principles which the other speakers
common schools, Mr. Wakeman applied to the
whole system of Government. He gave history, philosophy, and
illustrations for over an hour, to the great delight of the audience,
who applauded to the echo. It is impossible to give any outline
even of that speech here. It was a necessary part of the Liberal
movement in its present emergency and should be obtained for

Justice,

applied to the

The Open Court

if

read an admirable address on the " Influence of Liberalism on the
Home and Family." The hearty applause which came from every
at

its close,

had put

as the President said,

all

under a charm

not to be broken by further speech, and he put the motion and de-

BOOK NOTICES.
By Lee Fairchild. Chicago A.
By James Arthur Edgertofi.
:

F.

Moore.

Ohio E. R.
Alderman & Sons.
we
may quote the
From the little volume of Mr. Fairchild
following lines on "Immortality" as illustrative of the author's
poetical skill

for the Times, edited by Mr. M.
C. O'Byrne, and published by Mr. W. S. MacEwen, has appeared.

The

first

title

is

of the series Tracts

"The Road
M.

author Mr.

C.

Marietta,

:

"The skies may drink the ocean dry.
And hush its liquid psalm of thunder
Forever on the orphaned shore

;

Ruin, or the

to

O'Byrne.

press the spirit of the

new

The

New Age

;

of Brass," the

following citation

publication:

will

"That which

is

ex-

now

termed civilisation we have long protested against as a system
which dehumanises those who come within its influence. The cul-

modern

as it were, a hot-house culture of a few
and major portion of the human garden is
left wholly to itself. Oppression and cruelty, sickness and poverty,
have ever been the attendants of artificial, abnormal, high-pressure
civilization which are not founded upon the civilizing
that is,
the making more virtuous, humane, and happy of the whole of the
community in every nation and that these evils prevail to-day is a
sad and serious truth upon which every social reformer would do

ture of

society

is,

plants, while the other

—

—

;

well to meditate."

NOTES.
has long been our desire periodically to present to our readers
items of correspondence from prominent European authors, disIt

cussing the scientific tendencies and philosophical spirit of the
live. We announce,
Lucien Arreat, the author of
La Morale dans le Dranie, I' Epope et le

times of the respective countries in which they
therefore,

with pleasure, that M.

" Journal dUtn Philosophe,'" ^'
Roman, " etc. and a constant contributor to the Jievue Philosophiqtte,
will furnish us from time to time with critical notes upon the phil,

osophical publications of France.

We

have received the first advance copy to the American press
Maud Woodhull's most recent publication, "The
Proposal," a dialogue between a gentleman and a lady anent that
momentous venture in which " a woman stakes her soul." The
aim is to purify our ideas, especially those of men, upon the subThe lady, through an acute dialectical process,
ject of marriage.
"I have always
extorts froni the gentleman this confession
thought the aim was to get as much pleasure and happiness out of life
as possible.
You have changed my ideas with regard to this. I
commence to think there is another code of honor besides the
world's code.
You inspire in me a feeling that there is a haven I
have never dreamt of that the bliss or hell is of my own making."
of Miss Zula

clared the Congress of i88g adjourned.

Poems.
Poems.

The

possible.

Mr. Wakeman's address, Mrs. Lucy N. Colmaii, of
Syracuse, the well-known Heroine of Abolition days, told how the
clergy had practically captured the Woman Suffrage Movement in
the United States, and also the Prohibition party, and how both
woman's rights and temperance had been checked in consequence.
To close the Congress Miss Susan Nixon, of Fall River, Mass.
After

one

we

height

And pouring down

of opinion,

where each may develop healthfully. Parochial
schools ? Yes, if they want them but there is no school so good
as the public school where the child may be learning the great
lesson of life.
But we want to reach the point where the evangelical influences shall cease entirely in these public schools and
where they shall be taught the duties of self-respect and selfsupport, whence they shall come chaste and intelligent citizens,
ready and able to support a government where there is no union
of Church and State."
and

to its

Now blacker lowers the murky night
The blue-tinged lightnings flash more
And cleave the dark in twain,

"secularization of our schools, the entire separation of Church
'

in these

The storm now reaches

"

hopeless for any of the theories of settlement to

out

and

discrimination,

While

It is utterly

efficiently carried

bloom

in the

"
1

:

irreligious because

"

" be

man be happy

Mr. Edgerton's verses do not so easily admit of a complete citation, the majority of his poems being several stanzas in length.
But the subjoined lines from " The Thunderstorm " are selected,

principles.

'

" was

shall

his eternal youth

:
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